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Abstract—It is well known that at low-bit-rate block discrete
cosine transform compressed image exhibits visually annoying
blocking and ringing artifacts. In this paper, we propose a noniter-
ative, wavelet-based deblocking algorithm to reduce both types of
artifacts. The algorithm exploits the fact that block discontinuities
are constrained by the dc quantization interval of the quantization
table, as well as the behavior of wavelet modulus maxima evolution
across wavelet scales to derive appropriate threshold maps at
different wavelet scales. Since ringing artifacts occur near strong
edges, which can be located either along block boundaries or
within blocks, suppression of block discontinuities does not always
reduce ringing artifacts. By exploiting the behavior of ringing
artifacts in the wavelet domain, we propose a simple yet effective
method for the suppression of such artifacts. The proposed algo-
rithm can suppress both block discontinuities and ringing artifacts
effectively while preserving true edges and textural information.
Simulation results and extensive comparative study with both
iterative and noniterative methods reported in the literature have
shown the effectiveness of our algorithm.

Index Terms—Block discrete cosine transform (BDCT), blocking
artifacts, overcomplete wavelet, wavelet deblocking.

I. INTRODUCTION

B LOCK-BASED discrete cosine transform (BDCT) [1]
has been widely used in image and video compression.

In BDCT coding, an image is first divided into 8 8 nonover-
lapping blocks. Each block is then transformed using the DCT,
followed by quantization and variable length coding. However,
at low bit rates, the coarse quantization of the DCT coefficients
causes artificial discontinuities to be created along the block
boundaries in the compressed image. This unpleasant visible
degradation is due to the negligence of correlation among
adjacent blocks, i.e., two low-frequency DCT coefficients in
adjacent blocks, which are similar in value, are quantized into
different quantization bins. The coarse quantization also causes
high-frequency DCT coefficients to be truncated and produces
ringing artifacts near strong edges.
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Many postprocessing methods have been proposed to remove
the blocking artifacts [2]–[12], [15], [16], [20]–[27]. The pro-
jection onto convex sets (POCS) algorithm [4]–[6], [11], [24]
deblocks images by iterating the projections onto the quanti-
zation constraint set and the image smoothness constraint set
until convergence. A major concern with the POCS method is
the computational complexity, but it can usually produce good
results. In [7]–[10], noniterative, spatially adaptive postfiltering
is proposed for image deblocking. However, at low bit rates,
block discontinuities cannot be completely eliminated by spa-
tially adaptive postfiltering. In addition, the deblocked image
may not satisfy the quantization constraint imposed by the en-
coder. In [15] and [16], image deblocking based on the wavelet
soft-thresholding concept of [13] and [14] is proposed. The mul-
tiple resolution property and the spatial-frequency localization
of the wavelet allow the meaningful structures in an image to
be analyzed at different scales. The wavelet soft-thresholding is
effective in removing noise while preserving edges. However,
the blocking artifacts problem cannot be solved simply by de-
noising, since the blocking artifacts are structured and concen-
trate mainly along block boundaries. Furthermore, texture re-
gions may be oversmoothed by this method as they behave sim-
ilarly as noise. Recently, image deblocking algorithms using the
overcomplete wavelet representation [17], [18] has been pro-
posed [20]–[23]. The overcomplete wavelet representation en-
ables a multiscale edge analysis and is useful for edge-based
image compression [19]. In [20], the Lipschitz regularity of the
wavelet modulus maxima (WTMM) is used for texture/nontex-
ture region classification. Then, the WTMM in the nontexture
region are processed and the deblocked image is recovered using
POCS. In contrast, the algorithms in [21]–[23] work directly on
the wavelet coefficients and obtain the deblocked image by per-
forming an inverse transform on the processed coefficients.

In this paper, we describe a novel wavelet-based deblocking
algorithm for block artifacts suppression. Based on a theoret-
ical analysis of the blocking artifacts, the proposed algorithm is
able to take into account the statistical characteristic of block
discontinuities, as well as the behavior of wavelet coefficients
across scales for different image features, to suppress both the
blocking and ringing artifacts. The paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section II gives an overview of the overcomplete wavelet
representation scheme used in our algorithm. Section III car-
ries out an analysis of block discontinuities due to BDCT com-
pression. In particular, we show that the block discontinuities
are constrained by the quantization step size of the dc coeffi-
cient and the distribution of the absolute pixel differences across
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block boundaries changes according to the quantization table
used. Our deblocking algorithm is described in detail in Sec-
tion IV. Simulation results and comparative studies with several
iterative and noniterative algorithms are presented in Section V.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. OVERCOMPLETE WAVELET REPRESENTATION

The overcomplete two-dimensional (2-D) dyadic wavelet
representation [17], [18] of an image is given
by . Each component is
obtained by the convolution of with the scaling function

and the wavelets as follows:

(1)

For a cubic spline wavelet, the 2-D dyadic wavelet repre-
sentation of an image gives the gradient of the image at mul-
tiples of dyadic scales, i.e., and gives
the vertical and horizontal gradient at scale , respectively. The
overcomplete dyadic wavelet transform holds the size of the
transformed image the same as the original image, without the
downsampling operation. This scheme makes the position of the
block boundaries in each scale consistent with those in the spa-
tial domain and facilitates the removal of block discontinuities
at those positions.

For discrete image , the dyadic wavelet transform is
implemented by using digital filters [17]. The 2-D convolution
is implemented as two separable one-dimensional (1-D) convo-
lutions, first along the row direction and then along the column
direction. Let the original image be given by .
Let denote the convolution of image along the
row direction with 1-D filter , followed by the convolution
of the result along the column direction with 1-D filter . Then,
the wavelet transform at the th scale is the decomposition of

into the detailed images and and the coarse
image as follows:

(2)

where and are obtained by inserting zeros be-
tween consecutive coefficients of the highpass filter and the
lowpass filter , respectively, and is the Dirac filter with an
impulse response equal to one at the origin and zero elsewhere.
The original image can be reconstructed by cascading the fol-
lowing operation from scale up to the original scale zero:

(3)

where is the time reverse of , and and are the highpass
reconstruction filters.

III. ANALYSIS OF BLOCK DISCONTINUITY

Let and be the original image in the spa-
tial and the DCT domains, respectively. After quantization, let

and be the reconstructed image in the spatial
and DCT domains, respectively. The vertical and horizontal

block differences, for 8 8 blocks, can be written as

(4)

where the subscripts and are the block indices and and
here refer to the block-centered pixel indices. It can be shown
that the vertical block difference (similarly, the horizontal block
difference) at row in block ( , ) is related to the DCT coeffi-
cients by

(5)

where when and 1 otherwise. As the low-fre-
quency coefficients in the DCT domain are usually much larger
than the high-frequency coefficients, (5) is dominated by the
term . Therefore, (5) can be approximated by

(6)

where denotes the quantization operation. As can be seen
from the above analysis, the magnitude of the mismatch be-
tween neighboring blocks is constrained by the dc quantization
step size. Thus, at very low bit rates where the quantization step
size is large, the block discontinuities are particularly serious
and visually annoying. Fig. 1 shows the normalized histogram
plots of the absolute vertical block differences for (a) the
original 512 512 “Lena” image and the BDCT compressed
images using quantization table: (b) Q1, (c) Q2, and (d) Q3,
shown in the Appendix. Quantization causes the appearance of
a peak in the histogram. In accordance with (6), the peak occurs
at one eighth the dc quantization interval of the corresponding
quantization table, i.e., at 6.25 for Fig. 1(b), at 10.75 for Fig.
1(c), and at 13.75 for Fig. 1(d).

Wavelets can be used to characterize the local regularity of
a signal. The evolution of the wavelet modulus maxima across
the scale can be used to estimate the local Lipschitz regularity
of the signal [18]. The Lipschitz exponent at a point of a
function is related to the wavelet modulus maxima of
this function at scale by

(7)

where is a constant. A function that is continuously differ-
entiable at a point is Lipschitz 1 at this point. If the derivative of

is bounded but discontinuous at , is still Lipschitz 1 at this
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Fig. 1. Normalized histogram plots of the absolute vertical block differences jvbj for (a) the original 512� 512 “Lena” image, and the BDCT compressed images
using quantization table: (b) Q1, (c) Q2, and (d) Q3, in the Appendix.

point and the function is not singular at . A function is said to
be singular at if it is not Lipschitz 1 at . A step discontinuity,
for example, has a Lipschitz regularity of zero. The BDCT pro-
duces block discontinuities along block boundaries. The coarse
quantization also produces ringing artifacts near strong edges.
The ringing artifacts can be viewed as an impulse-like struc-
ture in the image. Since for a step discontinuity and

for an impulse, according to (7), the wavelet mod-
ulus maxima for a step discontinuity remains constant across the
scale and the wavelet modulus maxima for an impulse decays
by across the scale. Fig. 2 shows the behavior of the wavelet
transform of different signal feature across scales. The wavelet
coefficients at different scales are scaled to compensate for dis-
cretization effect, such that the wavelet modulus maxima of a
step edge have the same amplitude at all scales as they should
in a continuous model. The Lipschitz exponent for the features,
from left to right, is 1, 0, and 1, respectively. One can see that
the evolution of the wavelet modulus maxima behaved as indi-
cated by (7). In particular, for the original nonscaled case, the
ratio of the wavelet modulus maxima for a step discontinuity
is given by and .
The ratio for an impulse is given by and

. We will exploit this wavelet maxima
evolution behavior when determining the deblocking thresholds
at different scales.

IV. DEBLOCKING ALGORITHM

A. Detection of Block Discontinuities

The first step in our wavelet deblocking algorithm involves
finding appropriate threshold for the first wavelet scale. The

Fig. 2. Top row: a signal with an impulse (t = 20), a step discontinuity (t =
40), and a ramp (t = 80 to t = 100). Second row: wavelet transform at scale
2 . Third row: wavelet transform at scale 2 . Bottom row: wavelet transform at
scale 2 .

simplest way to compute is to let it be equal to the average of
all horizontal and vertical block differences in the first wavelet
scale. However, some discontinuities at the block boundaries
can be due to genuine edges, which happened to be located at the
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Fig. 3. Horizontal scan lines of six ramp images and the lines of the BDCT
compressed images using Q2. The maximum vertical block discontinuity of 21.5
occurs at position 72–73 on the third plot from the bottom.

8 8 block boundaries. Inclusion of these values into the cal-
culation of will lead to overestimation since they are much
larger than the discontinuities caused by quantization. On the
other hand, pixels of a very smooth region at block boundaries
may not have block discontinuities caused by quantization. In-
clusion of these values will lead to underestimation of . Thus,
the threshold should be computed from block boundaries that
exhibit block discontinuities due to quantization.

From (6), we see that the block discontinuity due to blocking
artifact is constrained by the quantization step size for the dc
value. It was also observed that the largest step discontinuity
due to quantization is equal to two dc step sizes for a ramp (i.e.,
constant slope) signal. This observation has been illustrated in
Fig. 3, where the horizontal scan lines of six ramp images with
different slopes (the slope varies from 0.5 to 3, in step of 0.5)
and their BDCT compressed images (using quantization table
Q2 in the Appendix) are shown. Using (6), the dc step size for
Q2 is given by . Fig. 3 shows
that the maximum vertical block discontinuities are bounded by
twice the dc step size. The maximum block discontinuity is at

, on the third plot, counting from the
bottom up.

A smooth region with varying slope produces more compli-
cated BDCT blocking artifacts and may have block discontinu-
ities that are slightly larger than twice the dc step size due to the
contribution from high-frequency DCT coefficients. Based on
the above consideration, we set the range where or is
classified as block discontinuity as

(8)

where is the dc step size associated with the particular quan-
tization table. Given a BDCT compressed image , can be
easily determined since the decoder has knowledge about the
particular quantization table used. A block discontinuity map
can be computed from , where a set pixel in the map signifies
the presence of a block discontinuity. Fig. 4 shows the BDCT
compressed 512 512 “Lena” image, and Fig. 5 shows the

Fig. 4. BDCT compressed 512 � 512 “Lena” image using Q2 (30.091 dB).

Fig. 5. Block discontinuity map for the BDCT compressed “Lena” of Fig. 4.

corresponding block discontinuity map. The quantization table
used is Q2 and . In computing the block dis-
continuity map, only horizontal or vertical block discontinuities
of length 4 are retained. This is in accordance with the ob-
servation that block discontinuities due to quantization artifacts
are usually line segments and are not isolated points along the
block boundary. In addition, or located at block corners
are classified as block discontinuities if the immediate locations
to the left and right, or above and below, are block discontinuity,
and or is smaller than twice .

B. Threshold Maps Generation at Different Wavelet Scales

Our wavelet deblocking algorithm adopts a three-scale
wavelet decomposition. Given a BDCT compressed image

, the three-scale overcomplete wavelet representation of
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Fig. 6. (a) The BDCT compressed 512 � 512 “Barbara” image using Q2 (25.591 dB), and (b) the associate texture map.

is computed. Then, the first scale squared-magnitude image
defined by

(9)

is computed from the first-scale wavelet coefficients
and . Let be the

collection of block discontinuity locations, i.e., where the block
discontinuity map is set (see Section IV-A). The subset
is the collection of vertical block discontinuities, and subset

is the collection of horizontal block discontinuities. Let
denote the number of elements in . The threshold

is computed by

(10)

Recall from Section III that the ratio of the wavelet modulus
maxima for a step discontinuity is given by

and , and the ratio for an impulse is
given by and .
In our wavelet deblocking algorithm, the ratio is taken
to be the average of wavelet modulus maxima responses for a
step discontinuity and an impulse, i.e.,

. Similarly, we set
. Thus, the threshold at scale two

and threshold at scale three are given by

(11)

From the evolution behavior of wavelet modulus maxima
across scales, one can observe that discontinuities and im-
pulse-like structures in an image have a strong showing in the
first wavelet scale and decay rapidly as one goes up in scale.

Hence, a simple lowpass filtering along the block boundaries
can effectively suppress these artifacts. Specifically, we replace
those pixels along the vertical and horizontal block boundaries
as follows:

(12)

Given the thresholds , , and , the next step in our de-
blocking algorithm is the computation of threshold maps at dif-
ferent wavelet scales. Since the texture pattern has rapid varia-
tions in intensity, the wavelet representation has an impulse-like
behavior. In particular, most of the energy of the texture is con-
centrated in the first wavelet scale. To prevent oversmoothing of
the texture region, the first scale threshold is set to be equal to

for a nontexture region and for a texture region. An 8
8 block is classified as a texture block if the block contains

significant high-frequency coefficients [9]. Specifically, if any
of the DCT coefficient , for , is nonzero, then
the block indexed by ( , ) is a texture block. Fig. 6(b) shows the
texture map for the BDCT compressed image “Barbara” using
Q2 shown in Fig. 6(a), where texture pattern can be found on
her clothing, the tablecloth, and the rattan chair.

With the texture region defined, and given the squared-mag-
nitude map as defined by (9), the threshold map is
computed as

if
for nontexture region

if
for texture region

otherwise.

(13)
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(a) (c) (e)

(b) (d)

Fig. 7. (a) A portion of the BDCT compressed “Lena” image using Q2 showing ringing artifact, (b) tmap before deringing, (c) deblocked image without
deringing, (d) tmap after deringing, and (e) deblocked image with deringing applied.

The threshold maps for scales 2 and 3, and , are
given by

if
otherwise

(14)
In computing the overcomplete wavelet representation,

the BDCT compressed image is assumed to be periodically
extended in both directions. Hence, discontinuities in gray
level along the image boundary will show up in the wavelet
representation. However, these discontinuities are not artifacts
of the BDCT compression and should not be suppressed. The
extent of support of the wavelet kernels at different scales
indicated that we should set the following rows and columns of

to 1. They are the first row and first column of ,
the first four rows and four columns, as well as the last row and
last column of , and the first ten rows and ten columns,
as well as the last three rows and three columns of .

C. Ringing Artifact Suppression at First Wavelet Scale

Besides the block discontinuities, coarse quantization would
also produce ringing near strong edges due to the truncation
of high-frequency DCT coefficients [9]–[11]. This artifact is
visually very annoying even though it does not usually cause
much degradation in terms of peak SNR (PSNR) value. Since
strong edges could locate well inside an 8 8 block, smoothing
along block boundaries does not suppress this kind of artifact.
A better strategy is to locate such strong edges, whether they

are on a block boundary or inside a block, and then smooth
out the ringing while preserving the sharpness of the edges. As
ringing artifact exhibits impulse-like behavior in the wavelet
domain, i.e., it has a strong showing at the first wavelet scale
and decays rapidly at higher scales; it can be effectively sup-
pressed by forcing the corresponding first-scale wavelet coeffi-
cients to zero. The ringing artifact produces a band-like pattern
of near strong edges in due to the re-
sponse of a two-tap high-pass wavelet filter to ringing feature.
By removing this band-like pattern in , thereby zeroing
out the first-scale wavelet coefficients at those positions, ringing
artifact can be suppressed. The strong vertical and horizontal
edges in the image are found by applying the Sobel edge oper-
ator to the BDCT compressed image. Then, the can be
searched horizontally and vertically near the vicinity of strong
edges to detect such band-like pattern. The search is through an
exact pattern matching, i.e., the detection of a group of consec-
utive {010} pixels. Finally, the set pixels in that corre-
spond to such a pattern are set to zero, thus effectively removing
the band-like pattern.

After computing the threshold maps at scales 1, 2, and
3, the modified wavelet coefficients at scales 1, 2, and 3 are
obtained by

if
otherwise

(15)

where 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, , and
. Finally, the wavelet deblocked image
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Fig. 8. Four original images of size 512 by 512: (a) “Lena,” (b) “Peppers,” (c) “Barbara,” and (d) “Baboon.”

is obtained from the modified overcomplete wavelet representa-
tion by an inverse wavelet transform using (3). In our algorithm,
the coarse image is not modified since the blocking arti-
facts have a negligible effect on the coarse image at scale 3.

To illustrate the effectiveness of our deringing procedure, we
show in Fig. 7 a portion of the “Lena” image around the hat,
where severe ringing can be observed along the edge of the hat.
Fig. 7(a) is the BDCT compressed image using quantization
table Q2. Fig. 7(b) is the before deringing. A band-like
pattern can be observed where ringing occurs. Fig. 7(c) is the
deblocked image obtained using our algorithm, but without
deringing. Clearly, the ringing artifact is still present in the
deblocked image. Fig. 7(d) is the after deringing; the
band-like pattern has been eliminated. Fig. 7(e) is the deblocked
image obtained with deringing applied. The ringing artifact has
been effectively suppressed.

D. Enforcement of DCT Quantization Constraint and
Range Constraint

In BDCT compression, a quantization table is used to
quantize the continuous-valued DCT coefficients into discrete
values. The quantization constraint formulated from the quan-
tization table restricts the value of the DCT coefficients to be
bounded by the quantization interval. It is obvious that the
original image as well as the BDCT compressed image satisfy
the quantization constraint. The quantization constraint set
has been widely used to constraint the final deblocked image

in POCS-based deblocking algorithms [3]–[6], [11], [24]. In
principle, any deblocked image that is consistent with the
original image should satisfy the quantization constraint.

The image usually does not satisfy the DCT quantization
constraint. By projecting onto the quantization constraint set,
one can obtain a deblocked image consistent with the original
image. Let be the set of DCT coefficients of . The projec-
tion is achieved by modifying the th DCT coefficient at
block ( , ), for all , , ,

, as follows:

if
if
otherwise

(16)

where

(17)

and is the DCT coefficients of the original image and
is the quantization interval of the th DCT coefficient. Note
that it is the set of (not ) that is available at the decoder.
The deblocked image is then obtained by performing an inverse
BDCT on the modified coefficients.

Although the deblocked image obtained after projection onto
the quantization constraint set of (16) and (17) is consistent
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9. BDCT compressed images using Q2. The PSNRs are: (a) 29.808 dB for “Peppers” and (b) 24.143 dB for “Baboon.”

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 10. Deblocked images using the proposed algorithm for Q2. Blocking artifacts are suppressed while image details are well preserved. The PSNRs are:
(a) 31.187 dB, (b) 30.966 dB, (c) 26.043 dB, and (d) 24.450 dB, respectively.

with the original image, Park and Kim [24] have shown that
projection onto the narrow quantization constraint set (NQCS)
can produce better results in term of PSNR. Instead of (17), the
NQCS has and given by

(18)

with , . Our experience has indicated that a value
of generally gives good results.

The last step in our deblocking algorithm is the application of
a range constraint onto the deblocked image. Since the original
image is represented by 8 b and has a range of [0–255], we
require that the deblocked image also stays within this range.
This is done by projecting any image value outside of the range
[0–255] into this range.
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TABLE I
PSNR PERFORMANCE (IN dB) OF DIFFERENT DEBLOCKING ALGORITHMS IN COMPARISON WITH OUR ALGORITHM. THE BEST PSNR IN EACH COLUMN IS SHOWN

IN BOLD FONT. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM RANKS WELL WITH THE OTHER DEBLOCKING ALGORITHMS

Fig. 11. Deblocked results around the shoulder of “Lena.” (a) BDCT compressed with Q3, (b) Xiong’s algorithm, (c) Hsung’s algorithm, (d) MPEG4’s algorithm,
(e) Paek’s algorithm, (f) Yang’s algorithm, and (g) our algorithm.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To illustrate the performance of our algorithm, we have
carried out extensive deblocking experiments using images
with different characteristics. The deblocking results on four

512 512 images, i.e., “Lena,” “Peppers,” “Barbara,” and
“Baboon” shown in Fig. 8, using the three quantization tables
in the Appendix, are presented here. “Lena” and “Peppers”
contain mainly smooth regions. Hence, any lowpass smoothing
type of deblocking algorithm will be effective on these images.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f) (g)

Fig. 12. Deblocked results around the leg of “Barbara.” (a) BDCT compressed with Q3, (b) Xiong’s algorithm, (c) Hsung’s algorithm, (d) MPEG4’s algorithm,
(e) Paek’s algorithm, (f) Yang’s algorithm, and (g) our algorithm.

“Lena” also contains a texture-like hair region. Since humans
are attentive to facial and skin regions, the head-and-shoulder
“Lena” image is useful for evaluating the detailed visual
performance of the algorithm. The “Barbara” image contains a
regular texture pattern on her garment, the tablecloth, and the
rattan chair at the back whereas the “Baboon” image contains
a large area of hair region, which has a random-like texture
characteristic. These four images should serve to illustrate the
effectiveness and the robustness of our deblocking algorithm in
handling different image content.

The four BDCT compressed images using Q2 are shown in
Figs. 4, 6(a), and 9(a) and (b). Blocking artifacts can be readily
observed on all four images. Fig. 10 shows the corresponding
deblocked images obtained from our algorithm. The blocking
artifacts have been effectively suppressed while image details
are well preserved.

A comparative study has been done with a few of the popular
deblocking algorithms in the literature as well as the postfil-
tering algorithm of the MPEG4-Video Verification Model. In
particular, the quantitative (in terms of PSNR) as well as the
visual performance of our algorithm are compared with Xiong’s
wavelet deblocking algorithm [21], Hsung’s wavelet
singularity detection algorithm [23], the MPEG4-VM
postfiltering (MPG4) algorithm [10], Paek’s POCS
algorithm [6], and Yang’s spatially adaptive POCS
algorithm [5]. The former three are noniterative deblocking
methods while the latter two are iterative deblocking methods.
In Yang’s algorithm, the smoothness constraint is also applied
to one off-boundary row/column, both to the left and to the
right of the block boundaries. For the two iterative POCS
algorithms, we set the number of iterations to five. Since POCS
does not guarantee convergence to the original image but only
to an image in the intersection of the constraint sets, the PSNR

at the fifth iteration is not necessarily the maximum PSNR.
For example, the best PSNR for “Lena” is achieved at the
third iteration for Paek’s algorithm. The PSNR results for the
different algorithms are tabulated in Table I. It can be seen that
our algorithm consistently outperformed the three noniterative
algorithms in terms of PSNR. Our algorithm also compared
favorably to the two iterative POCS algorithms.

For visual evaluation, we show in Fig. 11 the deblocked re-
sults around the shoulder of “Lena” obtained from different al-
gorithms. The BDCT compression is done with Q3. Visual in-
spection clearly indicated that our algorithm produces the most
visually pleasing result. In Fig. 12, we show the deblocked re-
sults around the leg of “Barbara,” which consists mainly of
texture region. Visual inspection indicated that our algorithm
is effective at removing block discontinuities in a smooth re-
gion while preserving the sharpness of the texture region. Fi-
nally, in terms of computational cost, MPEG4 postfiltering is
the lowest, whereas our algorithm is comparable in speed to
Xiong’s wavelet deblocking algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSION

Based on a theoretical analysis of blocking artifacts, we pro-
posed a simple yet effective wavelet-based deblocking algo-
rithm using the three-scale overcomplete wavelet scheme. We
showed that block discontinuities along block boundaries are
constrained by the dc quantization interval of the quantization
table and use this fact to locate image pixels that correspond to
block discontinuities. The threshold for the first wavelet scale
can then be computed based on the wavelet coefficients at these
locations. The thresholds for the subsequent two scales are ob-
tained based on the behavior of wavelet modulus maxima evolu-
tion across scales for step discontinuities and impulse-like sin-
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TABLE II
QUANTIZATION TABLES FOR BCT

gular image structures. Since ringing artifacts behave as im-
pulse-like structure in the wavelet domain, they are effectively
suppressed by thresholding the appropriate first scale wavelet
coefficients, which are located by searching for a specific pat-
tern in accordance to the filter response of the highpass wavelet
filter, to zero. After processing the wavelet coefficients, the de-
blocked image is obtained by an inverse wavelet transform. To
ensure that the deblocked image is consistent with the BDCT
compressed image, the quantization constraint and the range
constraint are also applied onto the deblocked image. The pro-
posed algorithm can suppress both block discontinuities and
ringing artifacts effectively while preserving true edges and tex-
tural information. Comparative study using images of different
characteristics has shown that our algorithm consistently outper-
form several iterative and noniterative algorithms in both PSNR
and visual quality.

APPENDIX

The quantization tables for BCT are shown in Table II.
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